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Jalāl ad-Dīn Muhammad Rūmī (Persian: رومــی محمــد   ,(  جالل الدیــن 
also known as Jalāl ad-Dīn Muhammad Balkhī (محمــد  جالل الدیــن 
 Mevlevî/Mawlawī ,(«our master» ,موالنــا) Mawlānā/Mevlânâ ,(بلخــى
 – and more popularly simply as Rumi (1207 ,(«my master» ,مولــوی)
17 December 1273), was a 13th-century Persian poet, jurist, Islamic 
scholar, theologian, and Sufi mystic. Rumi`s influence transcends 
national borders and ethnic divisions: Iranians, Tajiks, Turks, Greeks, 
Pashtuns, other Central Asian Muslims, and the Muslims of South 
Asia have greatly appreciated his spiritual legacy for the past seven 
centuries. His poems have been widely translated into many of the 
world`s languages and transposed into various formats. Rumi has 
been described as the «most popular poet» and the «best selling 
poet» in the United States.

- wikipedia -

Hi, my name is Mehdi Naghavi. I currently live and work in Istanbul 
as a freelance calligrapher and graphic designer. My works are about 
Persian alphabet and words. Rather than the common meaning of 
words, there is a special meaning for each word which is combined 
with personal memories and experiences. I try to design words based 
on their common meaning as well as my own consideration. With 
love.
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About
the
collection
The collection of the letters which form the unit is named 
Word. Base on Rumi’s opinion*, only the connection of these 
letters does not create the word.
Consequently, in the dictionary only the words with the defini-
tion are available. We can find one or more common meaning 
for each word. But each word has its special meaning rather 
than its common definition which is combined with personal 
memories and experiences.
In this collection I have designed 20 words based on poem 
and my consideration, which is available in Rumi’s poems.

Mehdi Naghavi
2018

معنی ندهد وصلت این حرف بدان حرف
*تا تو ننهی در کلمه فایده زایی
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1JANAN(جانان)
Because the soul, when it is not 
united with Beloved,
is blind and blue(miserable) with 
itself forever - Rumi

6



2AZAD(آزاد)
They say, “What is love?”, say, “The 
abandonment of free will.” - Rumi

7



3KAMAN(کامن)
Which is stranger—the glance that 
flies like an arrow,
 or the brow you have set as a bow? 
-Rumi

8



4DIDAR(دیدار)
I am thinking of rhymes, and my 
Sweetheart says to me, 
“Do not think of aught except 
vision of Me -Rumi
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5GOL(گل)
Hast thou ever seen a name without 
the reality (denoted by the name)?
Or hast thou plucked a rose (gol) 
from the (letters) gáf and lám of 
(the word) gol? - Rumi
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6TO(تو)
Without you the city is a prison for me 
- Rumi

11



7DEL(دل)
The Bird of my heart has agian 
begun to flutter - Rumi

12



8MAH(ماه)
The dark night is transformed to 
bright day by your moonlike face 
- Rumi

13



9KHOAH(خوش)
Come in, O mother: I am happy 
here, although in appearance I am 
amidst the fire - Rumi 
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10ASEMAN(آسامن)
become the sky, take an axe to 
prison wall, escape walk out like 
someone suddenly born into color 
- Rumi 
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11ALIF(الف)
Be done with going back like a 
twisted foot; be as alif, sit single 
and upright - Rumi

16



12SHAB(شب)
My night of waiting is very long 
- Rumi

17



13ESHGH(عشق)
In Love all things are transformed; 
Armenian is changed to Turk
- Rumi

18



13
14ADAM(آدم)
Do not like Iblis see in Adam only 
water and clay; see that behind 
the clay are my hundred thousand 
rose bowers - Rumi
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15KHOMAR(خامر)
I have shortened this ode; the rest 
of it is in my heart; I will utter 
it, if You intoxicate me with your 
dreamyeye - Rumi
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16BARAN(باران)
In this cold and rain the Beloved is 
sweeter - Rumi
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17INSAN(انسان)
I am weary of beast and devil, a 
man is my desire -Rumi
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18SAGHI(ساقی)
We, whether we be cunning (sane) 
or mad, are intoxicated with that 
Cupbearer and that cup. - Rumi
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19HICH(هیچ)
Thou are the First and the Last: 
we between are nothing, 
a nothing that does not come into 
(admit of) expression.” - rumi
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20TO(تو)
Without you the city is a prison for me 
- Rumi
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